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Name ________________________________ 

 

Ch. 6.2 A Critical Time 

Cloze Activity 

Retreat From New York Heavy _______________________ moved from New England to the 
________________________ in mid-__________ where the Continental army 
_________________________ through the _______________________ days 
of war. 

Attack and Retreat In ___________________ 1776, Sir _______________________________, a 
British ________________________ landed his fleet off New ___________. 
Howe had ______________________ well-trained troops and ___________ 
sailors and _____________________ to ferry them to shore. Washington 
expected the _______________________ and moved his _______________ 
from Boston to __________________________, but he only had fewer than 
_______________________ poorly -trained troops and no _____________. 
That summer a long series of _____________________ and American 
_______________________________ took place. Eventually, Washington had 
to _______________________ New York City and the ______________ 
pursued the Americans all the way into ______________ _______________. 
 

Nathan Hale During the fight for ___________________________ Nathan Hale became an 
American __________________________. He volunteered for a __________ 
duty to gather ___________________ about the British battle 
_______________ on Long Island. Hale was ____________________ by the 
British, then tried and ____________________ to death. His last words were 
"______________________________________________________________". 
 

Surprises for the British The Continental army kept _______________________. The British 
threatened ____________________________ and Patriot spirits were 
__________________. Many soldiers _____________________. Thomas 
Paine wrote another ____________________ to raise ___________________. 
The Crisis urged _________________________ to support the 
_____________. Washington had it read to his ______________________ 
while he made ____________________ for an ______________________. 
 

Crossing the Delaware Washington led ______________________ troops across the 
_______________ on Christmas ____________________. The men were 
poorly ______________________, but continued to follow 
__________________________ to Trenton. 
 

An American Victory The soldiers at ______________________ were _______________________ 
who were mercenaries fighting for the __________________________. 
Washington's army captured ___________________________ Hessian 
mercenaries. The British were in pursuit so Washington used a ____________ 
to escape. His soldiers made ________________________, but after 
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______________________ most of the men packed up and 
_______________________. The British did not _______________________ 
the trick until __________________________ when the main body of soldiers 
___________________________ near Princeton. 
 

Saratoga: A Turning Point British general _________________________ came up with a plan to cut 
__________ _________________ off from the rest of the ________________. 
 

The British Plan The British forces would move towards _____________________, _________ 
_______________ from three directions. Burgoyne's plan ran into 
________________________ almost immediately. Howe was ordered to 
attack ________________________, the smaller troops coming through the 
________________________ Valley were cut off by _____________________ 
troops. 

An American Victory Burgoyne's troops moved south from ______________________ where they 
recaptured __________________ ____________________________.  The 
Americans moved to ______________________ the British. American General 
______________________ had __________________ men ready to fight. At 
the village of __________________________, New York, the Americans 
surrounded the ______________________. Burgoyne ___________________ 
on October 17, _______________. 
 

Results of the Battle The Battle of _________________________ was a major _________________ 
_______________________ in the war. The victory ended British 
__________________ to New ______________________ and destroyed 
British ___________________ of an easy ____________________. It also 
lifted Patriot ______________________ and it convinced 
________________________ that the Americans had a __________________ 
to win the war. 

Help From Overseas After ______________________, France officially formed an ______________ 
with the U.S. in February _____________________. 
 

The French Alliance The French had ___________________ supplied ______________________ 
and arms to America. After the Saratoga victory, ___________________ 
became the first country to sign a ________________________ with the U.S. 
France and its ___________________ went to _________________ with 
Britain in Europe and the ___________________________ which forced 
Britain to wage war on several _____________________. This aided the U.S. 
because the British could spare ________________________ troops to fight. 
 

European Volunteers Inspired by the American struggle for ________________________ many 
Europeans _________________________ to serve with American forces. The 
Marquis de ______________________ became a _______________________ 
officer and close ______________________ with Washington. An engineer 
from _______________________, Thaddeus Kosciusko took charge of building 
________________________________ at West Point. Pulaski led and trained 
_______________________________. 
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Baron von Steuben Prussian army veteran, was considered the _____________________ and 
taught the poorly-trained American army how to improve their ____________ 
and how to attack with ____________________________. His training 
transformed raw recruits into _______________________ and shaped the 
army into an ___________________ force. 
  

Valley Forge A _________________ built camp at ________________ ________________, 
Pennsylvania is the location that ___________________________ troops 
wintered. The _____________________ Continental soldiers were not 
sufficiently ________________, _________________, or _________________. 
When Americans learned about the conditions, they sent ________________, 
medicine, _______________________,  and ammunition. Despite the harsh 
conditions, the army used that ________________ to gather its 
____________________________ for the battles ahead.  
  

 


